About Foster & Bridge-ND
Foster & Bridge-ND began its activities in 2010 as a training and development
company under license from the Foster & Bridge brand. The company
focuses on serving individuals and corporations by developing their
human capital, thus enabling them to face competition and new challenges.
For that, the company relies on its high end training courses that help develop
the attendees’ skills and a more inner perception of business and how to
communicate and deal with everyday professional situations. These courses
are ministered by highly qualified professionals that share their various fields
of business in order to enrich them. With this in mind, Foster&Bridge-ND
contributes to and expands the knowledge of Indonesian professionals, not to
mention the entire Indonesian society too.

The values and philosophies of Foster & Bridge-ND are composed of
Nurturing, Elevating, and Connecting the Indonesian society and its
professional developments. For each pillar discipline, the correct
methodologies are applied, as each of them follows a very well defined path
not only to teach each applicant but to guide him or her as well.
Nurturing (from scrap to an achievement)
Foster & Bridge is present to nourish and shape upcoming skillful &
successful individuals. This happens by elaborating and polishing
their personal and professional figure to portray their excellence.
Elevating (from the bottom to the top)
Foster & Bridge is the stepping stone on which professionals find the
needed support for all levels in order to give the commonly difficult
first steps of the ascension. Attendees will climb towards a better self,
thus encountering better advantages, better professional standings
and better private lives along the endeavor, both in their vocations
and in society.
Connecting (from one to all)
Foster & Bridge advocates that no individual can ever be proficient
and complete as long as he or she doesn’t create, maintain and value
connections in his or her scope of activity. In order to succeed, one
has to address those who strive to provide everything off them so
naturally talented people can thrive and beget the best of both
worlds: their career and private enterprises.

The Role of Foster&Bridge
In the last couple of decades we have testified to a crescent technical
revolution in the industries that, in order to progress, demand highly qualified
and passionate professionals. Foster&Bridge’s Quality Training &
Development program is second to none when measuring important aspects
in enterprise sustainability as it offers the Holy Grail of any serious enterprise,
no matter its geographic location: a competitive advantage over other
enterprises.
Training is an educational experience that pursues a somewhat durable
change in someone, and that will develop that person’s capacity to excel at
his or her vocational job. Development, on the other hand, concentrates on
applying the correct forces in order to enrich certain individuals so they can
fare exceptionally well in further professional positions and responsibilities.
Even though the two processes are different in terms of time spans, the
expected results are essentially the same. For a company to succeed, it is of
the utmost importance that it employs effective and efficient tactics that collide
directly with their needs. By doing so, an enterprise stops being a follower and
starts acting like a leader.

The Perception
In order to become an outstanding individuality in the improvement of other
people’s potentialities, we concede training, HR maturity and HR consulting
services for professionals and businesses alike.
The Mission
1. To bolster the values of learning, self-confidence and quality effectiveness
between professionals;
2. To render quality benefits that blend effectiveness with value pricing, while
constituting a fortuitous binding with our clients and business partners
(professionals, companies, intermediaries);
3. To continuously attempt to improve our offerings to accomplish our
customer needs and expectations of price, service and selection;
4. To keep ahead of the competition by innovating new products and
services based on the needs of our customers and market demand;
5. To promote transition for professionals to attain productive and
responsible participations in society.
The Objective
Our goal is to infiltrate the Indonesian professional development market
through
relentless
leadership
initiatives,
the
promotion
of
groundbreaking programs and service excellence and agile operations.

Growth Strategy:
1. Establishment of mutual business partnerships;
2. Quality assurance of the service being offered;
3. Axial innovation.
Values of Foster & Bridge Indonesia:





Fostering and enriching partners, customers and employees
Constant focus on excellence
Doing business with integrity and dignity
High attention to the business process and specifics

Program & Services
Program Category:
Nurturing (from scrap to an achievement)
Foster & Bridge is present to nourish and shape upcoming skillful &
successful individuals.
Program type
Functional & technical skill development and specialized courses

Elevating (from the bottom to the top)
Foster & Bridge is present to lead professionals at all levels and blend
them to achieve a new and better path. They will attain a better self,
better advantages and better professional standings and lives in their
vocations and in society.
Program type:
Personal expansion, soft skills, leadership skills, etc.

Connecting (from one to all)
Foster & Bridge advocates that no individual can ever be proficient and
complete as long as he or she doesn’t create, maintain and value
connections in his or her scope of activity. In order to succeed, one has
to address those who strive to provide everything off them so naturally
talented people can thrive and beget the best of both worlds: their
career and private enterprises.

Other Services:
CSR enhancement and management, Community development, Nonprofit management, Philanthropic management and social commerce.
Program & Consultancy Services
a. Deliver professional and personal courses and workshops to
individuals and corporate entities, by means of public training and
internal events
b. Consulting Services for distinct requirements
Target Audience






Business professionals
CEO and Services’ Directors
HR management
Employees
Other business professionals, as well as trainers or intermediaries, and
vendors that Foster & Bridge acknowledges as business partners.

The target audience of Foster & Bridge is mainly business professionals who
pay high attention to the combination of expenditures and the training quality
and to the return of the investment that they have made.
Taglines:




Rise to a New Level
Let others grow. Elevate yourself.
Nurture Talent. Elevate Opportunities.

